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EDITORIAL
There’s a joke that most of you may have heard
more often than not while attending a Model UN
conference (albeit in different iterations). It goes
something like this, “We pretend to save the
world so much, we even dress up for it”. And as
callous as this joke is, it does force you to think
of why we actually do what we do in an MUN.
Why do we spend months trying to find elaborate ways to enact a role that most of us don’t
even understand? Why does a delegate spend
days poring over foreign policies and documents
concerning issues that don’t concern him/her, in
countries he/she probably doesn’t know the location of? And moreover, what is this inexplicable determination that the organisers have, to
organise a seemingly pointless simulation, in the
middle of July, with no apparent element of fun
whatsoever?

And considering how difficult it is to find hope, my
request to you is simple: don’t go looking for the
‘special someone’ in the midst of committee sessions (take it from someone who’s tried in vain,
and again, please do not quote me). Rather, try
and find hope in the annals of global conflict. Try
and find hope because that’s what’s going to fix
things, even if none of us end up becoming diplomats, and all of this ends up being pretence
after all.
Pretend to change
Sanshray Ghorawat

These are thoughts that, under normal circumstances, would serve no more purpose than a
funny caption for an MUN picture on Instagram.
But the lack of the more fun aspects of an MUN,
like socialising, the gala and most importantly (arguably) the suits end up bringing these
thoughts to the forefront of your wakefulness. Or
I’m just a cranky writer that’s been given the liberty to rant for one whole page. Nevertheless,
the question begs an answer. And the answer, all
things considered, is hope.
A Model UN conference will never have any tangible outcomes for you to take back from the
conference. It’s the underlying things it teaches
you about the forces that govern the world, diplomacy and most of all, how you as a person react
to the actual issues that plague the world outside. More than what you learn about the agenda
and foreign policy, you will take notions of empathy and humanity with you. And that’s what
gives me hope (in addition to seeing delegates
at 9 in the morning, FROM HOME), to see that
16 year olds will wake up and dare to do what
qualified adults do. It gives me hope to see that
as preposterous as it sounds to “dress up and
play pretend”, in front of screens, with no noticeable consequence, there are still people who will
still work for 18 days, without a break, and try
and simulate change.

Aditya Gupta - Correspondent
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Is this the “Perfect Life”?

Teens are masters at keeping themselves occupied in the hours after school, until way past
bedtime (especially during this time). When they
are not doing their homework (and even when
they are) online and on their phones, they’re doing everything, texting, sharing, trolling, scrolling, you name it. Of course, even before everyone had an Instagram account, teens kept
themselves busy. However, they were more likely to do their chatting on a call or in-person when
hanging out at the mall. It may have looked like
a lot of aimless hanging around, but what they
were doing was experimenting, trying out skills,
and succeeding and failing in tons of tiny realtime interactions that kids today miss out on.
For one thing, modern teens are learning to do
most of their communication while looking at a
screen, not another person.

as it is now. There was not as much exposure
to mental illness issues. Therefore this particular illness was thought of as a less severe issue
when compared to physical injuries.

It’s nice to see that suddenly mental health
awareness is being talked about. I think talking
about mental health shouldn’t be limited to Mental Health Day or on a day of tragedy. This has to
be addressed regularly and should be regarded
as importantly as physical health.

Don’t let others attribute value to you through
those likes and comments. This is changing
our sense of identity. We’re creating self-worth
out of what others think of us (not a great idea).
You wouldn’t blame your TV for a bad show or
your Mobile phone for losing a PUBG match (or
maybe you would), So when we talk about the
dark side of social media, we are talking about
the dark side of people, the dark side that makes
harassers harass, the dark side that makes you
wonder why “I don’t have what he has”. So as
friends and family, we need to focus on the existence of that dark side and prevent it from sabotaging our life.
Vihaan Shukla
IX

Depression is a hard thing to discuss. It’s even
harder to understand sometimes. However, the
fact that our parents aren’t able to understand
does not mean they don’t love us. People often
think that depression is a choice. They think it’s
like a switch, which you can flip and suddenly be
happy again. It’s tough to get out of that mindset at times. It just means there is a cognitive
block, if you will, on our part, a disconnect that
prevents us from comprehending things beyond
the scope of our experiences, and from things
we see, touch, taste, smell, and feel. Everyone
lives in their dream, in their minds; they are in a
completely different world from the one we live
Peer acceptance is a big thing for adolescents, in. We assume that they know what exists in our
and many care about their image as much as world, and we try to impose our world on theirs
a politician running for elections. Add to that
the fact that kids today are getting actual poll- As per the World Health Organisation, India
ing data on how much people like them or their is the most depressed country in the world. At
appearance via things like “likes.” It is enough any given point in time, nearly 50 million Indian
to turn anyone’s head. Who would anyone not children suffer from mental disorders. This numwant to make himself look cooler if he can? So ber will increase if the adolescent population is
kids can spend hours pruning their online identi- considered. India has one of the highest suicide
ties, trying to project an idealized image.
rates among those aged 15 to 29. It accounts
for over a third of global suicides among women
When kids scroll through their feeds and see each year.
how great everyone seems, it only adds to the
pressure. What about when your profile doesn’t Social Media can sometimes be a gloomy place
represent the person that you feel like you are with blind hate coming at you, but try to underon the inside?
stand that it is also the sign of an empty life when
someone is trying to gain attention by doing dePeople are naturally hungry for attention. It structive activities. Don’t try to stand out. Don’t
gives them validation because they think they say something just because you have something
lack something that others have. However, to say. Think and then act. Everyone on social
in this endless pursuit of attention they forget media is suddenly a philosopher and showing
something rather crucial; to be the person they their concern over something that’s happening
truly are and not someone they are portraying in the West and are bothered by what’s happenon social media.
ing in our nation.

Various anecdotes from mental health experts
paint a picture of Indian parents who believe that
mental health issues are rubbish. Some view
them as shameful and an excuse for laziness.
Parents may think that their child is not healthy
and cannot cope with others. I think it is a case
of some people not having a good understanding of the illness. They probably grew up when
things like depression were not as well known
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Moral Ambiguity And
How It Can Go Wrong

Films and media, in general, have grown to be
increasingly influential in the 21st century. They
now hold a level of influence over the masses
that was previously unfathomable. As a result of
which they should be treated with due sensitivity
and restraint. Any artist tacitly agrees to treat his
art with the respect and nuance it deserves. If
there is a problem in society which is being highlighted in a film that has the potential to reach
and influence millions, then it is the prerogative
of the filmmaker to establish clear demarcations
between the right and the wrong. When a problem is almost unanimously agreed to be harmful
to society, moral ambiguity is not the way to go.

Joker and Kabir Singh stand in clear contrast
with one another. While the former uses the
concept of moral ambiguity to justify the Joker’s
actions but still does not condone it, the latter is
a bungled portrayal of a flawed man whose vices are not entirely demonised by the film. This
acceptance and appropriation of Kabir Singh’s
vices may not be intentional but it is very much
in existence. Filmmakers have time and again
differentiated the hero-villain duality from that of
the protagonist and antagonist. We have seen
a plethora of morally ambiguous protagonists
that clearly stand in the wrong. But Kabir Singh
stands as a testament to the fact that protagonists do not have to be necessarily morally rightThis approach to filmmaking and art, in general, eous.
has not been followed through if we take into account some fairly recent Bollywood flicks. Mor- The template of a big-budget blockbuster in Bolally ambiguous characters, both protagonists lywood leaves out little room for experimentaand antagonists, have only recently been given tion. Two standard, unapologetic prerequisites
their due on the big screen. But these charac- for such films is to please the crowds and to
ters also need to have two sides to their per- bring a likeable hero to the big screen. If we
sonas, which establishes a clear sense of right consider these prerequisites as hallmarks for a
and wrong within the viewer. If the protagonist fairly good film, then Kabir Singh may not be a
engages in misogyny or alcoholism, then there particularly bad film. However, if we use a someneed to be clear tells which, when seen as a what evolved, 21st-century definition of a good
part of the larger picture, lay down a fairly black film, then Kabir Singh is far from a good film. It
and white moral spectrum in front of the viewer. stands as a failed foray into the depths of moral
Without such tells and traits, the whole approach ambiguity
towards moral ambiguity changes to a blatant
validation of the subject in question.
Samanyu Raj Malik
XI
A completely bungled approach towards portraying moral ambiguity can be seen in Kabir Singh.
In this film, all the essential components of filmmaking come together in synergy to make us
empathise with a drug-addicted misogynist. The
lack of a standard good-bad dichotomy makes it
essential for the filmmaker to incorporate some
tells that will distance his behaviour from that of
an ideal man. This need is not fulfilled. In contrast to this, a film like Joker, which also lacks a
standard good and evil dichotomy, does more
than enough to portray the protagonist’s behaviour as far from ideal. Arthur Fleck is socially
awkward, unattractive and lacking in support.
While these characteristics may not seem like
ones that are particularly indicative of a persona
that does not warrant empathy from the viewer,
they all act as parts of a larger picture and work
in synergy to characterise Arthur Fleck as far
from desirable and congenial.
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Book Review:
Factfulness
Author: Han Rosling
Rating: 8.5 /10
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Series Review:

I Am Not Okay With This

As he says and I quote, “a monkey who chooses
randomly did better on the exam compared to
some of these professionals”. We don’t have
a rose-tinted view of the world, rather we think
of adverse scenarios even when things are improving. I was amused at the fact that even I
only got 8 out of the 13 questions he asked right.
I too, had fallen prey to a world view clouded
by despair and poverty. Many people think Hans
Rosling is an optimist, someone who ignores
reality. He acknowledges their thoughts and
says that he thinks himself to be a “possibilist”
instead- a person who believes that things are
getting better, and will continue to get better.
There is no denying there are pressing issues
we need to deal with – HUGE issues with long
term implications that we cannot afford to ignore
but we should not turn a blind eye to the progress made.

Director: Jonathan Entwistle
Rating: 8/10

Aaditya Chandra Gupta
XI

The director has used a very well-planned way of
plotting the story, which resulted in a fine presentation. Each episode ends on a cliff-hanger, leaving the audience full of suspense and compelling
them to watch the next episode. A lot of effort
has been put in by the actors and the director to
make it an amusing series and relatable to the
audience (except the part with the superpowers,
because you know...). The show also has an impeccable supporting cast which brings great variety to the show. My favourite character in that
sense is Mr. File (David Theune) who is a professor at Sydneys’ school. I like him because of
his cool attitude and the way he penalizes the
kids for no reason other than his own entertainment, making him a sadist, without even feeling
or looking like one.

I thought myself to be an attentive budding
economist who would devote everything to work
towards the development of the world and decreasing inequality. But as an intellectual read,
this book brought to light the ignorance we tend
to possess. It is human instinct to see things
worse than what they really are. All of us seem
to ignore progress and downplay success.
There has been slow and steady improvement
in the lives of the people living in low and middleincome countries. Many indices like life expectancy, literacy rates, sex ratios, etc. show major strides of improvements. Unfortunately, the
news seems to show otherwise. To understand
our perspective of the world, Rosling designed
a set of 13 basic questions about the world. He
presented these questions to his students, to
world leaders, to big corporate CEOs and as ex- I too believe I am a “possibilist”, just like Rosling.
pected, most did very poorly on them.
I strongly believe in the power that data holds. In
order to move in the right direction in the future,
we need to analyze this data - to see what we’ve
achieved so far, and to see what went right and
what went wrong. This book is an eye-opener
and honestly, I believe this book is a must-read
for high school students like us, who living in a
privileged society have been made to think of
the world as a much worse place than it really is.

WELMUN Edition

‘I Am Not Okay With This’ (IANOWT) is a single season show on Netflix which has enlightened the audience with its queer approach to
entertainment and humor. It is a fictional series
directed by Jonathan Entwistle known for ‘The
End of the F***ing World’ and ‘Seafret: Oceans’.
The show has seven episodes and by the end, it
leaves the audience craving for the next season.
It follows the journey of a seventeen-year-old girl
Sydney Novak (Sophia Lillis) who finds herself
with some special abilities and thinks of herself
as weird, creepy and lonely. Her father’s suicide
also leaves her devasted and she finds herself
more detatched from the world than ever.

inherited these powers from her father and that
it was time to solve this chaos. But as the story
goes on everything goes wrong, creating chaos
and wreaking havoc. At such times during the
series I felt as if I was an actual character in the
series. The details of the scenes are worked out
with utmost precision, leaving the audience with
their jaws hanging.To me, the plotting of the story
is what sets IANOWT aside from other shows. It
is full of suspense and has a mixture of both drama and fun, two qualities that are hardly found in
other new releases.

The story is set in Brownsville, a small town in
Pennsylvania and as most of you would have
guessed, the series is about high schoolers (Netflix just loves us kids). It begins by introducing
to us the lead characters, beginning with Dina
(Sofia Bryant) who is a friend of Sydneys’, Bradly
Lewis (Richard Ellis) who has a major crush on
her, and lastly, Stanley Barber (Wyatt Oleff) , her
neighbour and a very close friend. Sydney also
has a sweet relationship with her younger brother Liam Novak (Aidan Wojtak-Hissong). The plot
describes the characters very well and makes it
short and interesting for viewers to understand.

For me, the drawback of this series would be the
lack of a clear antagonist, making it a little hard
to understand the actions of the main characters.
It does separate itself from other shows and it
felt nice to see a change in style. However, this
show is very appealing to those who love fictionThe climax of the story comes when Sydney`s al shows full of comedy, drama and especially
mother Maggie Novak (Kathleen Rose Perkins) suspense.
tells her the truth behind her father`s suicide.
Sydney could relate this with her strange powRakshit Khurana
ers, making her come to the conclusion that she
IX
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Parasite

Director: Bong Joon-Ho
Country Of Origin: South Korea
Rating: 9/10
“When two worlds that exist collide, only then
we see who the actual parasite is”
The parasite is a film that beautifully portrays the
two incredibly distinct worlds that exist in nations
like South Korea. That being the dichotomy of the
rich affluent class and the poor service class. This
holds true for our country India as well. As income
inequality has been on the rise in the past decade, we have seen all around us these two worlds
are drifting further from each other’s realities.

Parasite tells us the story of two families, the Kim
family and the Park family. Director Bong JoonHo tries to visually and symbolically illustrate the
struggles of the hard-working Kims. No matter
how smart the Kims might be, luck isn’t on their
side. That is until the son; Ki Woo gets a job tutoring English to Da-Hye from the affluent Park
family. After this, the Kims set a plan in motion to
all gain employment at the Park household. By
manipulating the naïve Wife, they are able to get
all the previous staff fired and take their place, cementing a position of power. This is where one
really starts to think, who is the real parasite, the
Kim family for leeching off of the Park family for
money and resources; or the Park family who are
incapable of surviving without the constant support of the Kim family in daily activities like tutoring, driving, housework etc. After this, the story
takes a drastic turn tonally; exploring topics of disparity among the working class and the ignorance
of affluent society to the issues of people less fortunate than themselves. Director Bong Joon-Ho
really tests the limits of desperation among the
working class, showcasing this in both a narrative
and visual sense.
There is so much subtlety in this movie’s dialogue,
acting, visuals and even music that one could author an entire book about it. So, by reading a review about this movie instead of actually watching
it, you aren’t doing it justice. Open your browser
and make your family watch it, NOW. Then maybe
all of us will look at all the working-class people
ensuring our comfort with more empathetic eyes.
Aaditya Chandra Gupta
XI
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A Sojourn

My legs were uneasy as I made my way along
the rough-hewn limestone path, I could feel jolts
of static electricity as I dodged small bumps and
holes. After all, this was the first time I was being escorted to a hearing for being out-of-time, (
nope, I wished it was just an incomplete assignment, I was literally out of time) I was making my
way towards the hall of the great senate and being constantly pushed, by two brawny centurions.
I guess they were jealous of my jacket (way more
comfortable than a skirt and a feathered hat). History books said they were proud to wear these tunics and war- helmets but it did not seem like they
were. Both the men were chatting and whenever
I looked back, I got the wooden end of the spear
in the back and a few curses. I couldn’t make out
a single word they said but it seemed as if their
mouths were overflowing with spite, (the Latin
elective may have been helpful just about now).
Stumbling and getting pushed did just fine to get
me to cover the distance but I couldn’t help but
enjoy the breeze, morning sun and the fresh air
from the pine trees; this place was amazing to
develop a tan, chill and enjoy a Coke. I looked
at large and graceful buildings lining the streets.
Most of them were a collage of beams, arches
and large walls. Some of the richer ones were
made of rich veined marble. I couldn’t help but
notice how organised the whole city was, the
streets followed the grid pattern and towering aqueducts overshadowed multi-storied buildings.
This civilisation was the quintessence of urban
planning. The Mughals were incapable of learning, Romans achieved the epitome of urban planning a millennia ago and Shah Jahan still built old
Delhi like a shoddy maze. I was mesmerised by
the scenery until something hit me on the head,
probably a vegetable. I looked up and realised
this was not a senate building or any building for
that matter. It was a public square and the biggest one here, The Roman Forum. Centurions
shoved me towards a huge set of stairs, I did
not like where this was going because they led to
the Capitoline Hill. This was not a trial, it was an
execution!
They weren’t giving me a chance to even make
my case!
Not that I could make one in Latin, but it would
have given me some time to mount an escape
from this failed sojourn.
Romans were high on sending people to the
gallows and one of their favourite methods was
pushing people off a cliff, while the bustling city
watched. It is ironic that a civilisation which has
reached the epitome of planning behaves like
blood thirty mongers who get off on the execution
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of a little brown boy.
I was holding on to a single strand of hope while
drowning in nervousness and fear, I wished for
my morning alarm to ring. I figured not crying out
and staying calm would only hasten my impending death. So I started to howl and struggle by
throwing my legs up in the air and bought myself
a few precious seconds. The centurions dragged
me across the stairs to a stone column on the
top of the hill, where the executioner waited for
me. Hundreds of onlookers screamed in Latin,
again I did not understand a word but I was sure
there were no sympathy cries. Cold sweat trickled down my spine and a single word repeated in
my head, s***.
Men, women and children dressed in tunics of an
assortment of colours cheered on the executioner. People buying and selling all sorts of things
like fruits, oils and scents stopped. Heck, I had
even seen a pickpocket drop a few coins in the
forum, but nobody seemed to care. The execution of a foreign boy in funny clothes was a far
more appealing spectacle.
The hilltop was crowned by a gigantic temple, it
had a gable roof supported with beams of veined
white marble. I thought about praying but it struck
me that these barbaric people’s minuscule imagination would have come up with equally myopic
gods (A threat to life does strip a person of his
objectiveness).
The executioner stood in grim silence as I was
thrown on the floor, and my joints scraped against
the uneven stone of the precipice. He did not
have a bag over his face, he was a scarred and
olive-skinned man with no hair at all, it looked
like someone had slapped him in the face with
a broad sword and missed his nose. He tied
my ankles and wrists with a rough cloth before
looking over to a man in white robes standing at
the edge of the platform. His dress had a purple
sash-like lining and wore a bright golden ring. I
imagined how he was still holding those robes up
with those many folds. He was a frail old man, his
white hair had thinned out. As soon as he nodded, the executioner pulled his leg back, like the
coil of a sniper before the shot. His muscles were
pumped, I wondered if this guy had been juicing. In a split second his foot made contact with
my chest and I flew off the cliff. The kick had so
much momentum that I backflipped midfall. The
air escaped my lungs, my chest was throbbing
and I choked on the pain. The wind blew through
my hair and brushed against my back. My feeble
kicks into the air and flinging my arms did little to
loosen the bindings. No escape and the thought
of imminent death propelled me into the grasp of
Oliphant 09
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monstrous fear. This beautiful and barbaric city
was the doom of me. Instantaneously, a Bruno
Mars song started to play. The booming roars
from the forum quieted and I was caught in the
fall.

Different Things Can Be Sad, It’s Not All War

I relaxed into the soft and deep fabric. I had just
escaped the hideous fate of being lost to the annals of history by becoming a member of a long
line of delinquents who received capital punishment in ancient Rome. Time travel can be bumpy.
However, school tomorrow won’t be.

Devil’s Plan RENEWAL
It was too late to realise,
What was coming for them,
Even mankind’ greatest achievements,
Were not able to cancel their doom.
It was near now,
Nothing can undo it,
some still had hope,
Some accepted their fate.
They didn’t even know what struck them,
Before even touching the surface,
Half of the population was wiped out,
The unfortunate ones were still alive.
Chaos could only be seen,
Once again,
They were in the dark ages,
Even God couldn’t save them from the Devil’s
plan.
The devil could say now,
“And then, there were none”
Trayambak Pathak
IX
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VE’R’SES

Story By: Viraj Lohia
XI

“Phew,” I sighed and took a deep breath.
I was floating over the forum like a bee, I saw temples, shops, buildings and shops scattered across
the rectangular stretch of land in the most organised way I could have imagined. I swore never to
visit Rome again. Then poof. I disappeared from
that godforsaken setting and found myself on the
carpet in my basement.

It appeared out of the blue,
Entering the Earth’s atmosphere,
They were ignorant of what was coming,
The last mistake mankind could make.

Welham Boys’ School

The morning made me smile
When I saw the new leaf on the barren twig
And two birds sang and collected twigs
The sky cleared up and the sun shone
Renewal and rejuvenation on horizon
Betwixt the dawn and dusk
The emotions had run havoc
I missed my life of running around unshackled
And suddenly a pandemic came by
And held the world to ransom
There was a price to pay
For the atrocities we did to self and nature
In the darkest times, light is appreciated the most
There came a new life, a new routine and regime
The choice was to hate it or hold it
Like a sloth clinging to bark
I was clinging to my past
Not looking at the new adventures to see
A time to renew and rejuvenate
The birds knew it
All varieties came flocking by on my terrace
The flowers bloomed
The animals were free

Break the glass, you’ll be able to breathe
Okay it is, to break the constituent
I see a little crying here and there
Who is it you’re trying to please?

Sometimes thinking emanates from the mind
Sometimes from the heart
It all feels sunny (usually)
But it does rain.

How much will you run?
When the latter will only lead to the last straw
When encountering the lattice of your mind
Makes you forget even the Divine.

The tears aren’t going anywhere
And so aren’t the memories
Them not changing was not the issue,
Them leaving wasn’t the cheer either.

Blank’ – does your mind go.
Everything smells farce.
The usual drill is now useless
The fellow finally realizes.

Not too much is left to question
Pensiveness is poignant
Dawdling is not getting us anywhere
Neither is perplexity.

Essential, aggression is, it seems;
Amusement
Turned into oversimplified timeless incidents.
While you stepped back and chose to keep it inside.

Sleepless nights
Speechless fights
Trauma overwhelmed with suddenness
It all could not have been more alive.

A different perspective it appears to be
The willingness to die, I can see.
Don’t walk on the shattered glassPostbellum.

Many come; ages go
Contemplating to and fro
Apprehensive about the yet to come smiles
The liveliness is high and low.

A little bargaining, a little sycophancy
The homestretch, you are able to reach
Not too much is happening, and
Suddenly the honkytonk is worth it.

Improvising seems fascinating
The potential. Raging.
The over niceness –
Disappearing.
The watery eyes
Finally realize
It does feel sorrow
To see the demise.

Reclaiming is difficult.
But rejoining isn’t.
Who are you trying to change it for?
Listen.
Different things can be sad, it’s not all war.
Viraj Mahajan
XI

Simplicity doesn’t seem the key now.
Neither does forgiving no more
The heart indeed wants what it wants
Different things can be sad, it’s not all war.
Khamesh Mittal
IX

The world healed and renewed itself
I turned a new leaf too
Becoming more humble, appreciative
My appreciation and gratitude multiplied
And I tested my beta version, ready to face the
world renewed!
Shubhankar Dhulia
XI
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Lampoon

Come July; an almost physiological response of
ours was to get into organizing WELMUN. Even
if everything was closed and all of us were at our
homes, subconsciously we were still thinking about
WELMUN after years of ritualistically organizing it
in the monsoon months. We (some of us) were so
hungry to organize WELMUN, that we (some of us)
were willing to put up with the starvation of the usual fun that an at-campus WELMUN brings. As some
of us (read twelfthies) were borderline desperate to
organize WELMUN (for the emotional validation),
the rest of us had to fall in line. We had to pretend to
be happy to dive nose-first into the labyrinth of our
school bureaucracy, and spend weeks doing painful paperwork and agonizingly slow Zoom calls with
teachers. Out of the three guys that really wanted
WELMUN to happen, one sits next to the Principal
on the High Table, one handles this very magazine
and the other one, well, the less said the better.
The troubles and self-inflicted wounds of organizing WELMUN were so deep, we almost became
masochistic. Even if most of the actual UN bodies
are dysfunctional as of now, we simulated them on
override. Come WELMUN, the Oliphant has got yet
another opportunity to bite into the student body.
Shreyansh Jindal (Secretary General)
Ah, where to begin. Saying Shreyansh was excited
to host eWELMUN would be an understatement.
After a two-month hiatus and scrapping the idea of
organizing WELMUN altogether; Shreyansh woke
up one June morning, looked out the window, and
realized hosting WELMUN wouldn’t be a bad idea
after all. And we found ourselves on an 18-day race
against time to put up WELMUN. Shreyansh’s valiance for putting his academics and SAT on the line
for WELMUN has not gone unnoticed, but come
the judgement day of the exam, the Oliphant prophesied Shreyansh would be found critically rethinking this adventure.
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ture of his committee’s agenda, it is even simpler
than you think. Your suspicions of the agenda being
a top-of-the-head idea are probably true.
Mrinank Chandar (UNSC-B)
Mrinank, as the delegates of his committee had the
first-hand privilege of observing, operates blanked
out. That is not to say that Mrinank is not in his
senses while he is talking to you. At times, the delegates found themselves running the committee for
him and him merely tagging along and minding his
own business. Throughout the preparations for the
conference, Mrinank was generally ghosted at the
meetings. He also had to be told which committee
he had to sit in. Just in case.
Sanshray Ghorawat (DISEC-A)
Sanshray was probably the most sorted of the lot.
With most of his work being done on time. Perhaps his diligence for WELMUN in Grade 12 has
something to do with his absconding from all work
of WELMUN in grade 10. They say trauma breeds
trauma but Sanshray broke the cycle and did not
subject his subordinates (not that he had any) to
the same emotional damage that he had to suffer.
Unfortunately, Sanshray’s personal life has been
tumultuous. He was slapped with a suspension and
stripped down. Of his post. No more editorials from
then on. The Oliphant board unanimously agrees
that the period when Sanshray was on an extended
leave was the best one.

Samanyu Raj Malik (DISEC-B)
In his David v/s Goliath battle for becoming a chairperson, Samanyu was neither David nor Goliath.
Samanyu was a mere observer here, just as he is
in all events of his life. Something that did not come
as a shock to him, his fate was being decided not
by himself, rather by greater forces. His constant
whingeing (read begging) for being made either a
Chairperson or being inducted into the SecretariSannidhya Agarwal (UNSC-A)
at was somewhat successful as he was given the
Someone who while sending a voice note asks the charge of a committee. Samanyu stumbled his way
recipient whether they can hear him or not, San- to being a Chair, only time will tell how successful
nidhya has a history of being technologically chal- his endeavor is. Aaryan Mahipal (UNODC)
lenged. Organizing a conference online thus, was
a nightmare for him. Make no mistake, behind his Aaryan Mahipal (UNODC)
successful use of the speaker list software; San- Aaryan managed to juggle multiple Summer
nidhya conducted practice sessions every day to Schools, work for various magazines, his commitcheck whether the software was behaving the same tee at WELMUN but unfortunately was unable to
on each day. Do not be deceived by the simple na- do good on one final goal of his. He was not able to
12 Oliphant
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give Bloom, his pet project, space in WELMUN. In
hindsight, Aaryan probably worked the hardest. He
regulated registrations, sorted out allocations, and
designed the webpage. Too bad while designing
the webpage he was not able to include his name
into the Secretariat and had to painstakingly limit
the Secretariat to three. After a failed coup to destabilize the Secretariat, rumors were rife that he was
going rogue and organizing Bloom MUN, to rival
WELMUN; with able help from his expert Executive
Board of Suryansh Dalmia, Aditya Gupta and Divyansh Makheeja.

being an “advanced” committee justified its ranking
by only advancing the deadlines on to the next day.

Aarav Upadhyaya (Council of Hindustan)
Aarav’s use of the speaker list software sent all
other committees into a pandemonium. Perhaps his
“pushing the envelope by using technology” or better
so using a simple program was a bigger WELMUN
highlight than his actual committee. His committee
was posed to be an eccentric one and more profusely, a showstopper. Thankfully, it did not morph into
a trainwreck that force-stopped the conference. Almost poetically, the current Secretary General also
Viraj Lohia (Congo War Cabinet)
chaired the Council of Hindustan the previous year.
What can be said about Viraj that hasn’t already So on that, the boys played well.
been said? The baddest boy on the roster, Viraj is
infamous for not playing by the rules. Viraj threw a Harsh Vikram (IPC)
fit when he was asked to include just one more del- The less said, the better for IPC. No, no, literally.
egate. Which is pretty ironic, considering he should The less said, the better it is for Harsh. The room for
have no problems with things like inclusion and tol- things to go wrong in IPC is very little, but still Harsh
erance and lives mattering. A vocal advocate of the managed to give everyone legitimate jitters for his
BLM movement, Viraj substantiated his activism committee and delegates. This takes genuine skill.
credentials by hosting a committee that deals with Harsh is being assisted by Kartik and Gurkeerat,
issues close to his heart. His claim of his committee which does little to calm everyone down.

What’s In

What’s Out

Rumour Has It

Aaryan Mahipal has come up with his own
website to sponsor Summer Schools for students.

WELMUN in T-Shirts

WELMUN in Suits

Muted Online Assemblies

Interactive Assemblies
(Yeah,right!)

Exams with “High Security
Settings”

Exams with Invigilators

Puneet Sir’s ambitions in the IT dept. are
soaring high (someone made their case with
eWELMUN).

National Anthem at the
End of Assembly

School Song at the End of
Assembly

Pranav Shikhar Gupta has made a bid to acquire the Oli (Everything has to be from Nepal
now).

“God Bless”

“God Bless us All”

Separated At Birth
Ms. Sangeeta Kain

Marla Singer (Fight Club)

Suryansh Dalmia

Kingpin (Minus the Attitude)

Mr. Dayamay Banerjee
(post-lockdown)

Ghajini

Karanvatsal Dalmia and
Varun Khandelwal

Humour Section of the
Oliphant

Varad Venkat

Megamind

The Academics Captain had no idea of the
July examinations being held (fulfilling his
role to the fullest).
Samanyu Raj Malik has already come up with
a secretariat post for himself (If it didn’t happen now, it probably will later).

Ever Wonder Why

WELMUN only lasted for one and a half days?
Sanshray Ghorawat decided to have a female
majority in his committee? (never give up)
Prakhar Dixit was keen on attending WELMUN
committee sessions? (rueing missed chances)
Sarla Ma’am wasn’t involved in organising
WELMUN?
AU Sir’s class always seems to have an internet
issue? (when you’re not in your hometown, but
your hometown is in you)
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